
HOME-BREWED  
PAULANER BEER

PAULANER BRÄUHAUS LAGER
Our Paulaner Bräuhaus Lager is a bright golden beer, pleasantly malty 
with subtle notes of hops. Full-bodied and bottom-fermented. Due to our 
brewing style, this beer is a popular choice throughout the year.

  Light meats, light vegetables.  

BOT TOM-FERM EN TED.
12,3 % ORIGI NA L WORT
5,3 % A LCOHOL CON TEN T 

          0.3L $14  0.5L $18  1.0L $34

PAULANER BRÄUHAUS DUNKEL
A full-bodied beer specialty. Rich, intensely malty with subtle notes of 
caramel and roasted malt. A beer brewed in traditional Munich-style. 
If you are looking for a beer with character then our
Dunkel is your f irst choice.

  Dark meats, dark vegetables, alpine cheese.  

BOT TOM-FERM EN TED.
12,3 % ORIGI NA L WORT
5,3 % A LCOHOL CON TEN T 

          0.3L $14  0.5L $18  1.0L $34

PAULANER BRÄUHAUS WEIßBIER
Our Paulaner Bräuhaus Weißbier is a fresh, fruity beer garden classic 
– naturally cloudy, amber-colored with a strong, white foam head. The 
soul of this beer specialty is the top-fermenting yeast. This gives our 
Weißbier its distinctive character: naturally cloudy, fruity with a light 
bitterness.

  Universally suitable, pairs well with most dishes.  

TOP-FERM EN TED.
12,5 % ORIGI NA L WORT
5,2 % A LCOHOL CON TEN T 

          0.3L $14  0.5L $18  

Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.



HOME-BREWED  
PAULANER BEER

ONLY
SEASONALLY
AVAILABLE!

PAULANER BRÄUHAUS SALVATOR
Chestnut brown in its color combined with a tempting scent of 
chocolate. The foam head of our salvator presents itself with a 
caramel-color and a slight reddish shimmer. Soft in the f irst sip, 
the warming, intensive and fullbodied character of our Salvator 
develops in the mouth.

  Dark meats,savory cheese, sweet desserts.  

BOT TOM-FERM EN TED.
18,3 % ORIGI NA L WORT
7,3 % A LCOHOL CON TEN T 

         0.5L $19  1.0L $36

ONLY
SEASONALLY
AVAILABLE!

PAULANER BRÄUHAUS MAIBOCK
This copper-colored beer specialty is a true tasting experience for 
every beer expert. The f irst sip already shows its strong character: 
full-bodied, smooth but pleasantly soft and mild. The f ine aroma 
of hops matches perfectly with the strong malty notes and a hint 
of honey.

  Savory cheese varieties, sweet desserts.  

BOT TOM-FERM EN TED.
16,3 % ORIGI NA L WORT
6,3 % A LCOHOL CON TEN T

         0.5L $19  1.0L $36

ONLY
SEASONALLY
AVAILABLE!

PAULANER BRÄUHAUS OKTOBERFEST FESTBIER
A color like dark honey – distinctively pleasant to the taste. Our 
Bräuhaus Festbier indulges the nose with aromatic notes of malt 
followed by a slight hint of sweetness. A beer with a strong,  
discrete character – and yet pleasantly mild and smooth.

  Hearty Oktoberfest dishes.  

BOT TOM-FERM EN TED.
14,3 % ORIGI NA L WORT
6,0 % A LCOHOL CON TEN T 

         0.5L $19  1.0L $36

PLE A S E A S K OUR S TA FF FOR MOR E INFOR M AT ION 
A BOU T OUR S E A SON A L B R E WS.

Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.



BOT TLED BEER

PAULANER HEFE-WEIßBIER 0,0% 

Thanks to the balanced combination of f ine malt notes, refres-
hingly fruity wheat beer aromas and a pleasantly light sweetness, 
our 0.0% wheat beer is a non-alcoholic treat for every occasion. 
The isotonic thirst quencher is f irst brewed using the traditional 
Paulaner wheat beer process and is  gently dealcoholized only 
after extensive maturation. A complex process that removes all 
alcohol from the beer, but not its refreshing aroma! You will 
notice with every sip that this effort is worth it! 

  Light dishes.  

TOP-FERM EN TED.
8,5 % ORIGI NA L WORT
0,0% A LCOHOL CON TEN T 

         0.5L $14  

The secret to making good beer is in using the 
best ingredients. According to the Bavarian Purity 
Law (“Reinheitsgebot”), only four ingredients are 
allowed to be used in the beer brewing process. 
Our Paulaner brewmasters choose only the best raw 

materials: hops from the Hallertau region, Munich 
yeast, selective brewing malt and the purest water. 
The f iner the ingredients, the better the beer. That’s 
why our brewmasters periodically check all the raw 
materials with the utmost care.

BEST INGREDIENTS
ACCORDING TO THE BAVARIAN PURITY LAW

Yeast is one of the crucial factors for 
the later qualit y and taste of beer. 
Despite being just t iny yeast cells 
and unrecognizable to the naked eye, 
they signif icantly impact beer: only 
by adding yeast can fermentation 
begin, which converts the malt sugar 
into alcohol and carbon dioxide. In 
addition, yeast is creating aroma 
substances that will shape how a beer 
tastes. All the wheat beers are made 
with top-fermented yeast, while all 
of the other t ypes of beers, like lager, 
Dark or Pilsner, are brewed from 
bottom-fermented yeast.

YEAST
The Hallertau region in Bavaria is 
known for its largest, connected 
hops-growing area in the world and 
its outstanding qualit y. These aro-
matic hops are particularly useful for 
the production of beer: depending 
on the variet y and quantit y they give 
beer a subtle to intense level of bit-
terness and a refreshing, bitter taste. 
Also, hops have a posit ive ef fect on 
a beer’s head and shelf life. The hop 
oil contained in the cones, gives beer 
its distinct aroma, known as a hop 
bouquet.

HOPS

The best brewing water is the main 
component of Paulaner Bräuhaus 
beer specialt ies. Its extreme softness 
and purit y guarantee beer enjoyment 
of the utmost qualit y.

WATER

Malt is another important raw 
material in our beer. Paulaner brew-
masters use only the f inest malt.
Our qualit y beers are made from bar-
ley malt and wheat malt. Wheat malt 
is used primarily for the production 
of our wheat beers. The brewing 
malt is responsible for the taste and 
the color of the beer. The color is 
determined by the type of malt, which 
is brought out during the dr ying 
process.

MALT

Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.



HERITAGE NEGRONI  
Gin, Martini Rosso, Campari, Angostura

ESPRESSO MARTINI  
Vodka, Espresso, Kahlua, Syrup

DIRTY MARTINI  
Gin, Dry Vermouth

VODKA MARTINI  
Vodka, Dry Vermouth

OLD FASHION 
Bourbon, brown sugar, Angostura

WHISKEY SOUR 
Whiskey, lemon juice, syrup, Angostura bitter

BEERTAILS     $ 17
 
Cocktail variations with our own freshly 
brewed Weißbier (wheat beer)

BEER HUGO
Weißbier, Sparkling wine, Elderf lower syrup, 
mint leaves

MUNICH SLING
Gin, grenadine, Cherry Brandy, pineapple, 
Weißbier, lime juice

TROPICAL PAUL
Weißbier, rum, mango/ pineapple juice, sprite

CAIBEERINHA
Weißbier, Lime, brown sugar, fresh mint leaves

BAVARIAN FIZZ 
Lager, Gin, lime juice, sugar syrup, angostura

PAULA
Dark lager, orange juice, fresh mint leaves

APERITIFS    $ 16

APEROL SPRIZZ 
Sparkling wine, aperol, orange

HUGO
Sparkling wine, elderf lower, soda,  
fresh mint leaves

CAMPARI 
Soda/ tonic / orange

MOCKTAILS    $ 14

VIRGIN MOJITO 
Ginger ale, lime juice, brown sugar,  
fresh mint leaves 

CUCUMBER COOLER 
Cucumber syrup, lime juice, pineapple juice, 
soda water

YUZULICIUS SPATZL 
Yuzu Honey, Mint, Sprite

LOVE ON THE ROCKS 
Strawberry, Lychee juice, soda, sprite

EISBACH 
Calamansi juice, Panda juice, soda, sprite

COCKTAILS    $ 18

APPLE SPARKLER
Apple, elderf lower liqueur, Gin

LYCHEETINI
Lychee, Vodka

CLASSIC MOJITO
Lime, brown sugar, mint leaves, Rum

ELDERFLOWER COLLINS  
Gin, lime juice, elderf lower, soda

BLACK RUSSIAN  
Vodka, Kahlua

WHITE RUSSIAN  
Vodka, Kahlua, Milk

BEVER AGES

Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.



BAVARIAN BEER SPECIALS

RADLER / LAGER SHANDY
Munich lager, Sprite    $ 14

RUSS'N / WEISSBIER SHANDY
Weißbier, Sprite    $ 14

HOT BEVERAGES

COFFEE, ESPRESSO
   $ 5

DOUBLE ESPRESSO
   $ 7

CAPPUCCINO
COFFEE LATTE 
HOT CHOCOLATE
MOCHA
   $ 8

TEA

CAMMOMILE
EARL GREY
ENGLISH BREAKFAST
JASMINE GREEN
PEPPERMINT
   $ 6

SOFT DRINKS

BITTER LEMON
COKE
COKE LIGHT
GINGER ALE
ICE TEA
SODA
SPEZI
SPRITE
TONIC
RED BULL
  $ 7

MINERAL WATER

ACQUA PANNA STILL
GEROLSTEINER SPARKLING
  0.5L | $ 8
  0.75L | $ 9

JUICES

APPLE JUICE
ORANGE JUICE
CRANBERRY JUICE
LIME JUICE
MANGO JUICE
PINEAPPLE JUICE
TOMATO JUICE
FRUIT PUNCH 

APPLE SPRITZER / APFELSCHORLE
Apple Spritzer Gerolsteiner 
  0.5L | $ 9

BEVER AGES

Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.



BEVER AGES

*house wine

WHITE WINE

"HAUSTRUNK" WHITE *

FAMILIE PERRIN, LUBERON BLANC, 
RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE
   glass | $ 15
   bottle | $ 70

INVINITY 
SAUVIGNON BLANC,
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND
   glass | $ 16
   bottle | $ 75

ALEX ZAHEL, GRÜNER VELTLINER, 
AUSTRIA
   glass | $ 17
   bottle | $ 80

DE BORTOLI FAMILY SELECTION 
CHARDONNAY 
RIVERINA, AUSTRALIA, 2021
Medium-bodied, fresh and delicious. Dare to pair 
with chicken, pork knuckle, schnitzels, else f ish 
and veal.     
   glass | $ 16
   bottle | $ 75

HANS URBAN RIESLING, 
ST. URBANS-HOF, 
MOSEL, GERMANY, 2021

While everyone associates urban with Singapore, 
wine connoisseurs equate Mosel to Riesling. 
This Urban Riesling exemplif ies the qualities of a 
German Riesling: f loral nose, fruity taste, elegance 
and minerality throughout. Enjoy!   
   glass | $ 16
   bottle | $ 75

CHAMPAGNE 

NICOLAS FEUILLATTE 
RÉSERVE EXCLUSIVE BRUT
ITALY
You never go wrong with such an elegant, 
complex and vibrant Champagne! 
   bottle | $ 128

SPARKLING WINE 

TORRESELLA PROSECCO EXTRA DRY  
VENETO, ITALY
Even lighter and drier than its rose sibling,
a perfect, delicious aperitif.  
   glass | $ 16
   bottle | $ 80

TORRESELLA PROSECCO ROSE  
VENETO, ITALY
Lightness in a bottle, fruits and f lowers in a glass, 
joy with every sip! A perfect match for all f ish and 
vegetarian dishes, all food lighter or spicier  
   glass | $ 16
   bottle | $ 80

RED WINE

"HAUSTRUNK" RED *

FAMILIE PERRIN, VENTOUX ROUGE, 
RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE
   glass | $ 15
   bottle | $ 70

ALEX ZAHEL 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON, BIO,  
AUSTRIA
   glass | $ 17
   bottle | $ 80

Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.



BEVER AGES

MIA SAN MIA - BOUNTIFUL BEAUTIES 

DOMINUS NAPANOOK  
PROPRIETARY RED
CABERNET SAUVIGNON, PETIT VERDOT
NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, USA, 2015

Can you tame a wild horse? Why should you! Dominus 
Napanook, an incredible value when considering its 
quality, takes you for an exciting ride you won’t soon 
forget, and never regret! When Bordeaux’s grandeur 
and winemaking tradition (meet Christian Moueix, the 
Bordeaux Right Bank’s legend) meets Napa Valley’s 
boldness, expect only great things. This wine does not 
disappoint a bit – full-bodied, refined, approachable 
yet complex, with Bordeaux-like earthiness paired with 
a plethora of fruit and wild flowers, it is a wine not to 
be missed. 
 
Drink it with anything, but only with somebody you like.
 0.75L |  $ 270

DOMAINE DE LA JANASSE 
CHÂTEAUNEUF DU PAPE
RHONE, FRANCE, 2020 

An elegant, balanced wine that presents you f lo-
wers (violets) and feeds you berries (blackcurrant, 
blackberry). While greatly complementing any 
meat or vegetarian dish, sausages or f latbreads, it 
is an utterly enjoyable classic - from France with 
love! 
 0.75L |  $ 150

E XC LU S I V E  W I N E  S ELEC T I O N 

LA PODERINA BRUNELLO 
DI MONTALCINO
TUSCANY, ITALY, 2018 

If you like strong, intense, somehow tannic wines 
that seem to last forever, you’ve found your wine. 
In particular, if you’re having chicken, schnitzel or 
any meat. 
 0.75L |  $ 170

CERETTO BAROLO
PIEDMONT, ITALY, 2017 

A classic Barolo, powerful yet velvety, balanced, 
and a pleasure to drink now. While it will cellar 
well for 20 years, there is no need to wait! 
Try with any of our meats!
 0.75L |  $ 199

SIMONE-FEBVRE CHABLIS, 
CHABLIS, FRANCE
A combination of subtlety, complexity, minerality and 
freshness so typical of Chablis! Pairs well with fish and 
crustaceans, but a great pleasure on its own!    
   bottle | $ 99

Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.



BEVER AGES

E XC LU S I V E  W I N E  S ELEC T I O N 

NIE VERKEHRT - SAFE BET 

MITOLO G.A.M.
SHIRAZ
MCLAREN VALE, AUSTRALIA, 2019

A thoroughly enjoyable Shiraz bursting with  
fruit and savoury notes, but balanced.

Safe bet for meats and poultry, in particular  
pork knuckle, goose and duck.
 0.75L |  $ 170

ZENATO 
VALPOICELLA RIPASSO
VENETO, DOC SUPERIORE, ITALY, 2018

A thoroughly enjoyable Shiraz bursting with  fruit 
and savoury notes, but balanced.

Safe bet for meats and poultry, in particular  pork 
knuckle, goose and duck.
 0.75L |  $ 110

CLARENDELLE ROUGE
BORDEAUX, FRANCE, 2016

A great example of a renown yet ‘honest’ wine, 
as high on quality and appeal as it is easy on 
your wallet and to appreciate. Smooth, balanced, 
powerful yet velvety, silky yet fruity, it will work 
with any of our meats, most vegetarian dishes, or 
simply on its own.
 0.75L |  $ 99

LOUIS LATOUR 
SAVIGNY-LES-BEAUNE ROUGE
BURGUNDY, FRANCE, 2018

An elegant, fresh wine with an inviting nose, and 
a plethora of complementary f lavours – a great 
example that ‘what you smell is not what you 
taste’ may make perfect sense! Enjoy with friends, 
anything grilled, and cheese.
 0.75L |  $ 80

K SYRAH POWERLINE 
ESTATE VINEYARD
WALLA WALLA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA, 2018 

What a combination of classic Australian Shiraz 
qualities with French-inspired Syrah! Fruit and 
pepper, full body but not overwhelming, structure, 
spiciness, balance – the list goes on. Drink with 
meats, burgers, platters, sausages, … 
- the list still goes on. 
 0.75L |  $ 170

Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.



BEVER AGES

E XC LU S I V E  W I N E  S ELEC T I O N 

ARZUAGA NAVARRO LA PLANTA 
RIBERA DEL DUERO, SPAIN, 2021

While a red fruit explosion greets your nose, struc-
ture, balance, and harmony then grace your palate. 
While called ‘Made for tapas’ in Spain, try it with 
our sausages, pork knuckle, platters, any of our 
schnitzels or even f ish. – just try it!  
 0.75L |  $ 90

SUBSTANCE CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
COLUMBIA VALLEY, USA, 2019 

If you are looking for balance yet body, tannins 
and fruit complementing each other, for a pure 
enjoyment and drinking pleasure, this truly is a dis-
covery! Works on its own, and practically anything 
you want to enjoy it with! 
 0.75L |  $ 110

DA LEGST DI NIDA - DISCOVERIES 

MARQUES DE CACERES  
GRAN RESERVA 
TEMPRANILLO, GRENACHE,  
RIOJA, SPAIN, 2014

It’s only in the best vintages that the Gran Reserva 
is produced – for a reason! The experts will attest 
complexity and discover notes of wood, cherry, 
ripe fruits and vanilla, while all wine lovers will 
adore its silkiness and pleasant roundness. Yet 
most importantly, if you order it, you’ll enjoy the 
smiles of everyone sharing it!  
 
Best enjoyed with veal, beef, poultry, sausages, 
vegetables.
 0.75L |  $ 180

TENUTA SETTE PONTI CROGNOLO 
TUSCANY, ITALY, 2019

Cherries and berries greet you from the glass, 
and every sip of this medium- to full-bodied wine 
brings Tuscan spices and sunshine to you. You’ve 
just met your f ine meats companion, or generally, 
a great Tuscan buddy!
 0.75L |  $ 130

Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.



PREMIUM SPIRITS 

GREY GOOSE VODKA
CAPTAIN MORGAN RUM
JOSE CUERVO TEQUILA
JACK DANIEL'S BOURBON
NIKKA SINGLE BARREL
   glass | $ 17 
   bottle | $ 210

TANQUERAY NO.10 GIN
MONKEY 47 GIN
HENDRIX GIN
LEOPOLD SLOE GIN
   glass | $ 17 
   bottle | $ 210

JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK LABEL
CHIVAS REGAL 12
MONKEY SHOULDER 

   glass | $ 17
   bottle | $ 220

BALVENIE 12
GLENMORANGIE ORIGINAL
GLENFIDDICH 12  
   glass | $ 17 
   bottle | $ 230

GLENFIDDICH 18 
   glass | $ 19 
   bottle | $ 280

MACALLAN 12 SHERRY OAK
   glass | $ 22 
   bottle | $ 300

HOUSE SPIRITS 

GORDONS GIN
SMIRNOFF VODKA
BACARDI RUM
JIM BEAM BOURBON
   glass | $ 15 
   bottle | $ 180

TEACHER WHISKY
ST. REMY BRANDY
   glass | $ 15 
   bottle | $ 180

LIQUEURS

AMARETTO DI SARONNO
FRANGELICO HAZELNUT
GRAND MARNIER
BAILEY'S IRISH CREAM
KAHLUA
VACCARI SAMBUCA
   $ 14

JÄGERMEISTER 
  2cl | $ 10 
   4cl | $ 16

BEVER AGES

Prices are subject to 10% service charge and prevailing government taxes.



BEVER AGES

GERMAN SCHNAPPS & DIGESTIFS
FINE DISTILLATES, HAND-CRAFTED BY 
GERMAN FINE FRUIT DISTILLERY ZIEGLER 
(EST. 1865)

FRUIT SPIRITS

SOUR CHERRY
16kg of cherries are used to produce a 0.7L 
bottle. This spirit has a sweet  and sour 
fruitiness, complementing its defined cherry 
note.    
  2cl | $ 13
  4cl  | $ 18 
  Table f lask 35cl  | $ 150

VINTAGE APPLE
Its smooth and elegant f inish is very popular 
with ladies.  It has a soft and mild, but full-
bodied f lavor.    
  2cl | $ 14
  4cl  | $ 19 
  Table f lask 35cl  | $ 160

VINTAGE PLUM
Its smooth and elegant f inish is very popular 
with ladies.  It has a soft and mild, but full-
bodied f lavor.    
  2cl | $ 14
  4cl  | $ 19 
  Table f lask 35cl  | $ 160

QUINCE
Its smooth and elegant f inish is very popular 
with ladies.  It has a soft and mild, but full-
bodied f lavor.    
  2cl | $ 14
  4cl  | $ 19 
  Table f lask 35cl  | $ 160

WILLIAMS PEAR
The star amongst the fruit brandies. Its complex 
aroma embraces a range of  f lowery, fragrant 
and clear fruity f lavors.
  2cl | $ 12
  4cl | $ 17 
  Small table f lask 5cl | $ 28
  Table f lask 35cl | $ 160

Prices are subject to service charge and prevailing government taxes.



TAKE AWAY

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
please ask our ser vice staf f.

KEGS

PARTY KEG 10L    $ 128

PARTY KEG 20L    $ 245

PARTY KEG 30L   $ 335  

BOTTLES

6x 0.33L BOTTLE   $ 39

20x 0.33L BOTTLE  $ 118

LOVE OUR BEERS  
and want to enjoy Paulaner at home?

6X O.33L

$39

Prices are subject to prevailing government taxes. Subjected to availability.



MERCHANDISE 

Prices are subject to prevailing government taxes. Subjected to availability.

ACCESSORIES & MORE

FELT KEY CHAIN, “SERVUS, DAHOAM, SPATZL”  $15

PRETZEL KEY CHAIN & BOTTLE OPENER   $15

FELT KEY CHAIN WITH COW BELL   $15

FELT BEER MUG RIBBON   $12

MINI BEER MUG CANDLE   $8

STAMP, SELECTED BAVARIAN MOTIFS   $8

BUTTON SET   $8

COOK BOOK   $45

WOODEN BOARD   $25

GLASSWARE

CERAMIC MUG 0.5L   $29

CERAMIC MUG 0.5L with lid   $40

CERAMIC MUG 1.0L   $50

CERAMIC MUG 1.0L with lid   $55

SPECIAL EDITION MUG 0.5L “SALVATOR”   $25

GLASS MUG 0.3L   $15

GLASS MUG 0.5L   $19

GLASS MUG 1.0L   $25

WHEAT BEER GLASS 0.5L   $19

WHEAT BEER GLASS 3.0L   $100



MERCHANDISE 

SAMPLE BOARD  
with 3x 0.1L GLASSES
  $75

FASHION & APPAREL

PAULANER BRÄUHAUS SINGAPORE T-SHIRTS  
various colors    $49

LADIES PLAID BLOUSE, short sleeve, red, blue     $130

MEN'S SHIRT, long sleeve, plaid red, plain white    $85

BAVARIAN PAULA DIRNDL with apron    $220

LADIES DENIM, 'LEDERHOSEN'-STYLE    $150

BAVARIAN 
DIRNDL 

 with apron  

 $220

MEN’S  
SHIRT long sleeve  

 $85

Prices are subject to prevailing government 
taxes. Subjected to availability.


